REGARDING RESEARCH AND TEACHING STAFF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF PROVIDING QUALITY TRAINING FOR FUTURE PROFESSIONALS WITH HIGHER EDUCATION

In the article, the authors emphasize that the content and forms of the teachers’ professional development should be diversified taking into account the competence level, experience in teaching specific subjects and as well as pedagogical skills. The content of long-term professional development should correspond to the psychological and pedagogical sciences latest achievements, vocational education, innovative processes, higher education institutions program goals, teachers’ individual educational needs and be implemented on the basis of diagnostic, competence and practice-oriented approaches. It was concluded that it is necessary to revise the current system and create a continuous one of scientific and pedagogical staff professional development, which would take into account experience and current trends worldwide, in leading European countries and national characteristics too. It should be flexible, dynamic, and adequate to the specific educational institutions requirements and consider the teachers’ level of professional competence.
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ЩОДО ПІДВИЩЕННЯ КВАЛІФІКАЦІЇ НАУКОВО-ПЕДАГОГІЧНИХ ПРАЦІВНИКІВ, ЯК НЕВІД’ЄМНОЇ СКЛАДОВОЇ ЗАБЕЗПЕЧЕННЯ ЯКІСНОЇ ПІДГОТОВКИ МАЙБУТНІХ ФАХІВЦІВ З ВИЩОЮ ОСВІТОЮ

У статті автори акцентують увагу на тому, що зміст та форми підвищення кваліфікації викладачів повинні бути обумовлені не тільки зовнішніми впливами, а й внутрішніми факторами, висуваючи на підставі досліджень науковців, рішення професійну освіту, інноваційним процесам, програмних цілях загальних вищих освіт, індивідуальним особистістю, а також на основі діагностичного, компетентнісного та практичного аспектів. Вони висвітлюють роль впливу на розвиток досвідчених в Європі та світі в національній освіті, а саме національної освіти, яка в якості основи діагностичного, компетентнісного та практичного аспектів. Вони висвітлюють роль впливу на розвиток досвідчених в Європі та світі в національній освіті, яка в якості основи діагностичного, компетентнісного та практичного аспектів.
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video and extramural conferences, etc. All this indicates the scientific and pedagogical workers’ poor adaptation to modern European requirements, they are not ready to correspond new conditions, and therefore work in the old way.

Review of literature sources. Professional pedagogical activity readiness is considered by scientists (N. Kichuk, L. Kondrashova, A. Linenko, O. Moroz, O. Pekhota, V. Slastyonin, G. Trotsko and others) as a profound socio-pedagogical phenomenon, which contains individual psychological qualities complex of personality and the system of professional and pedagogical knowledge, skills, abilities that ensure successful professional and pedagogical functions implementation.

The scientific works of I. Zyazyn, L. Kaidalova, I. Kurdyumov, L. Pisarev, O. Chorna, N. Shchokina and others are devoted to the study of higher educational institutions teachers’ professional and pedagogical skills development [1, 3].

O. Chorna emphasizes that in this country much attention is paid to the selection of pedagogical specialties; mandatory proficiency testing has been introduced. In the United States there are various forms of in-service teacher training: full-time, part-time, and extramural ones; Saturday and Sunday courses that functionate at consulting firms and research centers. Training programs can be both theoretical and practical. Many American universities coordinate the activities of so-called “summer schools” of intensive training lasting from 1–2 weeks to 3 months [6]. O. Gladkova emphasizes that the peculiarities of the development of teachers’ in-service training in modern Germany in the context of continuing education are the following: pedagogical supervision as an innovative form of in-service training (personification, i.e. considering individual characteristics of professional development; counseling for teachers; creating psychologically comfortable conditions for teachers to diagnose and resolve professional conflicts; assistance in development and self-development, both of the organization and its individual employees; formation of additional competencies within the framework of compensatory education) and distance form of teachers’ professional development in Germany [8].

Despite numerous studies by domestic and foreign scientists, the problem of teachers’ professional development and pedagogical skills is not sufficiently studied.

The purpose of writing the article is to identify ways to improve the teaching staff research skills, including: expansion of theoretical knowledge; formation of competencies; professionally important and personal qualities modeling and development; modern pedagogical technologies mastering; improving the conditions of professional development; creation of pedagogical image, teacher’s self-education and self-improvement.

Presenting main material. Ukraine’s accession to the European community determines the priority of education development, which systematically shapes the modern society qualities through the basic personal values enshrined in the EU Charter, namely: dignity as the right to human dignity, the right to life; the right to individual integrity; human freedom – individual right for liberty and security, to live independently and at will, without coercion; freedom of economic activity as freedom of professional activity throughout the EU, the right to work; property rights, in particular – intellectual property rights; equality as a key principle of the individual legal status in a democratic society, which seeks to ensure equal conditions for the realization of all human rights and freedoms, to prevent discrimination or, conversely, to create unjustified privileges for certain individuals or social groups. Today in the society there is an interdependence between the university teaching staff professional qualification level → the specialist’ quality of training – a higher school graduate. The basic factor in this chain is the higher education scientific and pedagogical staff professionalism, which is determined by a number of new era requirements to the teacher’s personality.

In this context, the higher education teacher necessary characteristics are: European and world level of professional competence, mobility, competitiveness, creativity and responsibility, flexible, independent and critical thinking, foreign languages, new information technologies, ability to operate in uncertain and changeable conditions, focus on effective self-education, self-improvement throughout life. Only by forming and developing the above characteristics, we will be able to prepare a new generation of teachers, ready to implement the ever-growing and complex tasks of teaching and educating the younger generation, able to adapt to social change, ready to respond to external challenges and minimize risks. In turn, it is natural that a high level of teacher training is a prerequisite for the student’s personality, life competencies and values development [4].

The need for teachers’ self-education is a specific feature of pedagogical activity. The requirement for teachers to learn throughout life, as the education system changes both the needs of society and the demand for higher education teachers. To ensure the modern training level of future specialists, the higher education teachers training should be proactive. The content and forms of teachers’ in-service training should be varied taking into account the professional
The content of long-term professional development should correspond to the latest achievements of psychological and pedagogical sciences, vocational education, innovative processes in specific industries, program goals of vocational schools, teachers’ individual educational needs and be implemented on the basis of diagnostic, competency and practice-oriented approaches.

Curricula and programs of long-term professional development are elaborated in the prescribed manner and approved by the institutions in which such training is carried out, in accordance with the specialists’ qualifications, their functional responsibilities, teachers’ individual needs qualifications. Vocational training includes a psychological and pedagogical component and is formed by industry and professional orientation on the basis of professions state standards.

Short-term professional development is carried out within the programs of targeted courses, seminars, trainings, webinars, “round tables”, master classes through formal or informal education and ends with the issuance of a certificate, diploma, certificate, etc. The frequency of short-term training is determined by the customer depending on the production needs, teachers’ individual educational needs and can last from 6 to 72 academic hours. Short-term professional development can take place at the regional, national and international levels. The number of mastered programs of short-term training is taken into account during the next pedagogical worker certification.

Among the most common forms of professional development are: lecture, demonstration lecture, practical and seminar classes, training seminars, conferences, webinars, online debates, “round tables”, group and individual consultations. Thus, conducting problem-based, multimedia, binary lectures, lectures-conferences, lectures-consultations, lectures-talks, master-classes allows to create an atmosphere of teacher-students students interactive interaction and promotes educational activity intensification. It also influences motivation for professional self-improvement positively. An effective method of activating the cognitive activity of students in the learning process is to hold discussions in a “round table”, which promotes critical thinking development, gives the opportunity to determine their own position, develops skills to defend their opinions, deepens knowledge of the problem.

The training is based on the principle of modularity, which involves content structuring into the following modules: “Education Management”, “Higher School Pedagogy”, “Higher School Psychology”, “Teacher’s Pedagogical Skills” and others.

Recently, trainings aimed at mastering, updating and deepening special professional, scientific-
Regarding Research and Teaching Staff Professional Development as an Integral Part of Providing Quality Training for Future Professionals with Higher Education

Methodological, pedagogical, social-humanitarian, psychological competencies by pedagogical and scientific-pedagogical workers are widespread in the cycles of advanced training. Conducting trainings creates an atmosphere of immersion in the conditions of pedagogical activity, promotes professional skills and abilities of pedagogical problems solving improvement. During the trainings teachers practice the skills of pedagogical technique: speech technique, psychotechnics, facial expressions, pantomime, communication; restoring physical and mental well-being techniques, overcoming psychological barriers and conflicts, preventing professional burnout, attention management, educational and cognitive activities skills, etc. are mastered. In our opinion, it would be expedient to create a training program that would be aimed at the development of communicative qualities, lecturing skills, pedagogical techniques, improving teaching methods, etc. Common in the system of professional development of teachers are trainings: “Overcoming problems in pedagogical activities”, “Pedagogical communication”, “Voice training”, “Lecture skills” and others.

An important contribution to the self-development of the teacher’s personality would be the development of a set of electronic teaching materials for the educational process organization in the cycle of professional development of teachers “Modern pedagogical technologies”, which would include multimedia lectures on “Modern pedagogical technologies”, “Information and communication technologies”, “Case-technology”, “Distance learning technology”, “Pedagogical skill”, “Teacher’s image”, “Teacher’s self-education and self-improvement”, which teachers can work on independently. It is necessary to conduct pedagogical workshops for teachers’ advanced training. This encourages teachers to continuous self-development and self-improvement. Teachers can use their own experience and pedagogical innovations.

The basis of higher education pedagogical staff professional growth should be the standards of the professional development of scientific and pedagogical staff and innovative programs developed in accordance with them, based on competencies on a modular basis [7].

It should be noted that the internship should also become not only one of the various forms of professional development, but also acquire new content and be carried out in an appropriate innovative environment – higher education institutions, research institutions, both domestic and foreign. This, in turn, requires the formation at the state level of a network of such institutions and the regulatory framework in their activities.

Internships may include:
1. Study of the university and training programs organizational structure through access to the university official website.
2. Acquaintance with copies of educational and methodical support of educational process which is sent to participants of training by e-mail.
3. Study of the distance education experience and passing a distance course in a subject of your choice (list of subjects and access code is provided).
4. Work with the university repository and electronic library fund (electronic access code is provided).
5. Acquaintance with copies of virtual lecture courses by university teachers from different subjects.

During the organization and the internship itself, the institution-executor on the basis of bilateral agreements must:
- develop an individual internship program and no later than 10 days before the internship send it to the institution-customer for approval;
- issue an order on enrollment of pedagogical employees for internships and appointment of internship supervisors from among experienced employees with the required qualifications;
- provide teachers with jobs, tools, materials for work that correspond to their individual internship program;
- provide an opportunity to get acquainted with the latest materials, tools, technologies, equipment, technological processes;
- create safe working conditions in accordance with the standards of safety, occupational health;
- provide, if required by the conditions of production, overalls and other personal protective equipment;
- carry out qualification attestation of pedagogical workers who have passed internships;
- make decisions on promotion (confirmation) of the category (class, category);
- issue a certificate of internship or a certificate of assignment (improvement) of qualification.

The international exchange of teachers deserves special attention. This issue is new today, and therefore requires scientific development in accordance with national characteristics, the mechanism of its implementation and regulatory support. In the field of higher education international cooperation, the preconditions for the creation of a system for finding and attracting grants from various foreign foundations and organizations have been created.

In this context, the necessary characteristics of a higher education teacher are: professional
Results and prospects of the study. Society dynamic development, magnifying of the amount of scientific information, changes in the content of pedagogical education and principles of educational institutions revision lead to increased requirements for scientific and pedagogical workers professional development as an integral part of providing quality training for future professionals with higher education, which not only meets the needs of today but takes into account the prospects of modern society. Professional self-realization as a way of personality functioning and development can be attributed to three main classes of mental phenomena simultaneously, i.e. it can act as a process, state (slice at a certain stage) and property of the subject. Self-realization as a process is a leading class of mental phenomena and allows a comprehensive and systematic study of human life. Accordingly, the personal self-realization includes awareness, choice and implementation of those aspects of individuality that contribute to its self-expression, realization of potentials, the formation of the person’s own system of values, motives, ideas, goals and identifying ways to achieve them [5, 1]. People, who are in the same conditions, show their potential in different ways, for example, we can mention such dedicated teachers as A. Makarenko, V. Sukhomlinsky, J. Korczak, whose lack of conditions necessary for learning did not prevent them from educating real people from their students. Prospects for further research are associated with the peculiarities of professional self-realization and the conditions for the formation of readiness for the professional training process.

ЛІТЕРАТУРА
CURRENT PROBLEMS OF VALEOLOGICAL EDUCATION OF STUDENTS IN THE CONDITIONS OF MIXED LEARNING

The article considers the problem of preservation of students’ health in the conditions of mixed and distance learning. The analysis of experience and the results of the research of the factors that cause the deterioration of students’ health during the organization of distance and mixed learning are described. The focus is on solution of the problems of valeological education of students’ youth in higher education institutions.

One of the urgent tasks of valeological education is the formation of valeological culture of the student. Its formation must contain such a structural component of the educational process as the impact on the consciousness and behavior of the students’ youth, because it is impossible to force the student to use the methods and techniques of health care systematically.